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Patient Protection, Engagement & Informed Consent: The Virtual Consent Global Initiative to Enhance 
Patient Engagement and Reduce Physician Burden

Ronald James Heslegrave
William Osler Health System, University of Toronto, Canada

The broad engagement of patients in medical research is essential for gathering evidence from all parts of society in order to 
develop innovative therapies and medicines. This assertion has never been more important than today in the era of personalized 

medicine where efficacy and adverse events are increasingly based on genetic and epigenetic factors. The issue is that research is 
largely restricted to convenient populations while other populations are excluded for linguistic, cultural or education limitations as 
many “Informed Consents” require medical literacy. Given that the participation in research is necessarily voluntary, these barriers 
restrict the voluntariness of Consent and skew the applicable outcomes in favour of participating populations.

This presentation will explore the advantages of a Virtual Consent Platform that can be implemented globally to reduce or 
eliminatesuch barriers for diverse populations thereby creating greater access for disadvantaged patients to appropriate clinical 
findings regardless of culture, language, education and literacy globally. Such a platform will increase the understanding and 
acceptability of potential participants so that the Voluntary Consent is more of a truly “Informed Consent” and less subject to legal 
challenge for clinicians. A Virtual Consent Platform developed as a “Transactional Consent Process” where participants interact with 
the consenting process over timeand Consent is tracked, verified and stored for later retrieval. As clinical studies inevitably are 
amended over time requiring patients to be informed of such changes, such a Platform allows convenient and timely access to 
patients to inform them of changes that may alter their willingness to voluntarily participate in a study. This presentation will provide 
a concrete example of a Virtual Consent for neurodegenerative diseases to illustrate how such a simplified system would work to 
better inform participants considering enrolling in clinical research trials. At the same time, physicians are better protected legally 
as a result of a documented, transactional Consent process.
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